
i3SYNC & i3SYNC Touch
World’s first unique wireless touch solution.
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CHANGE THE WAY YOU GIVE PRESENTATIONS
Discover a new way to give presentations with this compact and lightweight presenting tool. The i3SYNC is userfriendly 
and enables different participants to share content on a central screen with the push of a button. The tool is compatible 
with all technology devices that have a HDMI connection. You only need to plug in the wireless transmitter and receiver 
and you are ready for instant sharing.



www.i3-technologies.com

i3SYNC & i3SYNC TOUCH

Messy cables, adjustments of resolutions or trouble with configurations are 

all problems of the past. i3SYNC is a user-friendly tool that allows all meeting 

participants to share content from any HDMI compatible device 

on a central screen.      
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i3SYNC Touch

i3SYNC Touch
PRESENTING MADE EASY: PUSH & SHARE
Every participant can connect a unique HDMI transmitter and a USB dongle to their device. 
With a single push on the button, you can share your screen with other participants. We call it wireless touch.
Plug & play: no additional software required.

i3SYNC TOUCH start-up interface. 
An easy-to-start interface in 4 steps.
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i3SYNC Touch 
with preview function
PRESENTING MADE EASY: PUSH & SHARE
Every participant can connect a unique HDMI transmitter to their device. With a single push on the button, you can share your screen with other 
participants. You can preview* the connected devices. 

Meeting participant n°1

Meeting participant n°2

Meeting participant n°3

I3SYNC & SYNC TOUCH PREVIEW OF THE CONNECTED 
PARTICIPANT SCREENS.

*only i3SYNC TOUCH

Compatible with all devices 
that have a HDMI connection.

Share your screen with the 
push of a button 

Flexible and compact: 
only 7x6 cm 

USB connection for charging

Up to 20m transmission distance, depending on the environment 
. Independant communication between the transmitters and the 

receiver; no Wi-Fi connection needed. 

Flexible and compact

Usefull with all HDMI 
compatible devices
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PC

Laptop

Interactive
Display

The world’s first unique wireless touch solution!

• PREVIEW FUNCTION

• CAPABILITY TO LOCK TRANSMITTERS FROM THE DISPLAY

The first wireless touch solution that 
actually makes presentations easier!
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i3SYNC Interface

PC

Laptop

Tablet

Smartphone

Camera

Display

Projector

Monitor

i3SYNC
PRESENTING MADE EASY: PUSH & SHARE
Every participant can connect a unique HDMI transmitter to their device. With a single push on the button, you can share your screen with other 
participants. Plug & play: no additional software required.

i3SYNC TOUCH start-up interface. 

An easy-to-start interface in 4 steps.



i3-Technologies is a global company. Every day we gain new impressions about the accelerators behind the shift that is happening in learning and meeting

environments. This shift influences the way we at i3-Technologies think about furniture and technology. And ultimately it drives change and innovation in our designs

and the way we envision our interactive, integrated and inspiring solutions.

In our hyper-connected world, it is only logical that meetings are increasingly taking place on a global level. As a consequence, traditional meetings need to be 

transformed into a global hub for interaction and connectivity, in which both cyberspace, computing devices, and traditional and digital meeting tools blend perfectly 

to enable the optimal interaction experience.

When crafting tools and products, or delivering know-how to the customer, i3-Technologies integrates 3 principles as the fundament to enable the optimal meeting

and learning environment: interactivity, integration and inspiration. Above this, we cherish 3 design principles to ensure maximal satisfaction of the customer and

minimal impact on the environment: User-based Design, Universal Design for Learning and Cradle-to-Cradle.

At i3-Technologies we aim to stay in touch with our customers’ expectations and objectives by offering fully integrated technology solutions for any learning or 

meeting environment. We strive for a clear communication between people and a smooth synergy with the i3 products.

iNTERACTIVE • iNTEGRATED • iNSPIRING


